
BART SIMPSON

Bartholomew JoJo "Bart" Simpson is a fictional character in the American animated television series The Simpsons and
part of the Simpson family. He is voiced.

At the time, it was the most watched episode in the history of the Fox Network, [] and it is still the highest
rated episode in the history of The Simpsons. We'll straighten this thing out. In episode Bart Star Bart starts to
wear out "I Didn't do it" and results in anger against the phrase. What was shocking 19 years ago, when the
show started, isn't the least bit shocking today. Most people are in a struggle to be normal. In addition, while
he was not actually responsible for this instance, he unknowingly takes the heat for the charge of arson in
order to allow Nelson Muntz , the actual culprit, to win the football championships in Bart Star as he believed
it was merely for a minor charge. He has won an award for his Angry Dad web series [6] , he has discovered a
new comet which was named after him [7] , and he also has performed in a successful band with Milhouse
Van Houten , Nelson Muntz and Ralph Wiggum. Bart keeps his hopes up by believing that Krusty would
show up, but is soon pushed over the edge, and finally decides that he is sick of Krusty's shoddy merchandise
and takes over the camp. Bart hinted that his favorite movies are Jaws and the Star Wars trilogy. Think I'm
happy about it? Australia," which saw the Simpsons head down under after Bart prank called the country,
racking up a massive telephone bill. Of course, it makes him do bad things. Future As with other characters,
his future follows no defined and logical pattern and simply changes to suit the episode. Despite his behaviour,
his actions and speech frequently show considerable mental agility, street-smarts, and understanding. Matt
Groening normally starts with the eyes, then the nose, and the rest of the outline of Bart's head. Unfortunately,
the drug also drove him paranoid as a side effect, and he started to believe that Major League Baseball was
using satellites to spy on everyone in town. However despite this Bart at times can be very crafty and
manipulative such was shown when he was a to trick the teachers into going into a strike and then causes a
commotion at the bank to make it last even longer. He has also managed to do this by choice such as in "
Blame It on Lisa ", wherein Bart learns fluent Spanish in less time on a plane to Brazil, only to be told by
Marge that the Brazilians speak Portuguese. Now I know what you guys were talking about. One example of
his quasi-sense of honor is when Bart stands up for Ralph Wiggum at the cost of peer popularity with the
bullies.


